The acceptor ground state~'8 of shallow acceptors 10 ,,, -,~,-in cubic semiconductors is partly split due to local fields even in clean crystals of iow doping and disloca- 
tion density and the distribution of such level splittings may be rather wide [1] .
1
For deep acceptors there is evidence that the / ground state may be more complicated. In the case of GaAs (Mn) the analysis of our results [2] indicates that the ground state consists of a distribution of split tow intensity / levels (width 0.05 meV) and an excited level 3 meV above. Such a complication may be connected~05
0'~\
with a dynamic Jahn-Teller effect. 1018 cm 3 oxygen, and have found no effect between 300 K and I K at 1 GHz. Therefore, we are convinced . T4 due to phonon-phonon interaction. For low Such a saturation effect of the u.s. attenuation by the temperatures and small acoustic intensities there is a acceptor ground state has been seen here as well as in rise°lIT Such a behaviour is expected for resonance the case of shallow acceptors in Ge [1] for the first interaction between the u.s. wave and a distribution time and will be discussed in more detail elsewhere. of level splittings~of the acceptor ground state. We
In the intermediate temperature range there is an estimate from the absolute value of the attenuation a attenuation peak, as was found similarly in GaAs (Mn) width of this distribution of approximately 0.1 meV.
[2] and also in Si (B) [4] . The peak height is propor- Orbach results.
In summaiy we find that for Si(In) there is a level GaAs (Mn); it appears that such a level is characteristic for deep acceptors. Corresponding resonance enertional to frequency v and its maximum temperature shifts with frequency to higher temperatures. We intergies have also been seen in the low temperature therpret this peak as due to relaxation. For 6~0.1 meV mal conductivity measurements with the same samthe relaxation formula is approximately given by [2] :
pies [5] .
In contrast to these results preliminary measure-
ments in the far infrared and at very high phonon frequencies with superconducting tunnel junctions did where D' is an effective deformation potential connot reveal a line at 4.2 meV (which may be due to the stant and r(T) the relaxation time of the correspondlow content of indium) but only the small absorption ing relaxation process, assumed to be independent of line of oxygen at 3.6 meV [6, 7] . 6 (relaxation time r(T, 6) due to direct processes can be excluded). The relaxation time can be determined We thank W. Arnold (MPIF, Grenoble) for the sufrom the peak maximum (approximate condition 2ir~r ply of transducers, J. Kuhl and his coworkers (MPIF. (Tm~)= I). Measuring at high echo numbers, with Stuttgart) for far and near infrared measurements, and the intensity still high enough to saturate and thus the following colleagues of the Physikalisches Institut, eliminate the additional resonance attenuation, we Stuttgart: W. Forkel, R. Sauer and R. Grill for doing were able to determine the relative attenuation with phonon spectroscopy, luminescence and far infrared high resolution by recording several echoes continmeasurements, respectively, and W. Eisenmenger for uously with varying temperature. Tm~was accurate constant interest and many discussions. to ±0.05 K for the lower and ±0.1 K for the higher temperatures. In our calculations (taking into account the 1 IT dependence of the prefactor in the relaxation References formula) the best fit of the experimental frequency dependence of Tm~is given by an Arrhenius equation
[1] E. Ortlieb, Hp. Schad and K. Lassmann, Proc. 2nd Intern. TA(T) cx exp(z~/kBT)for the relaxation time ( fig. 2) .
